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The Active Shakespeare: Capturing evidence of learning materials provide teachers with 

a way of building assessment into their ongoing teaching of Shakespeare that supports 

the periodic assessment of reading. The supporting exemplification materials give 

examples of evidence generated by pupils working at different levels and can be used as 

a resource and reference point for teachers. Each set of exemplification includes: 

 examples of the pupil’s classroom work drawing on the synoptic task and the 

reflection log  

 commentary on the evidence at assessment focus (AF) level which contributes to a 

judgement on the pupil's overall reading level  

 teacher observations contributing to the assessment judgement  

 an assessment summary outlining the overall evidence that could contribute to a 

periodic reading judgement for the different AFs.  

These Active Shakespeare materials provide a useful and varied range of written 

and oral evidence that will contribute towards a periodic review of pupils' progress 

in reading using the Assessing Pupils' Progress (APP) guidelines. Because the 

material relates to a single text and helps to generate evidence for selected 

assessment focuses only, it does not provide sufficient evidence on its own to 

make an overall judgement of a pupil's reading level.  
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Inferences 
often correct, 
but comments 
are not always 
rooted securely 
in the text or 
repeat 
narrative or 
content 

AF3 L4 b2 

Simple 
comment on 
writer’s choices 

AF5 L4 b2 

STAGE 1 

 Resource 2a: Mood Board – Rosalind 

 

 

 

In this text annotation there is evidence that the pupil is able to make some 

straightforward inferences about Rosalind’s feelings, she is expressing her love for 

orlando ( AF3 L4 b2). The pupil also identifies where Rosalind’s language changes and 

makes a simple comment on how Shakespeare’s choice of words reveal her feelings for 

her uncle, but here she is fighting for her reason to say (AF5 L4 b2). 
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Inferences 
often correct, 
but comments 
are not always 
rooted securely 
in the text or 
repeat 
narrative or 
content 
AF3 L4 b2 

 

 
 

STAGE 3 

 Resource 1: Character analysis – Rosalind 

 

 

 

In this evidence the pupil clearly identifies Rosalind’s tone, but does not show an explicit 

understanding of the metaphor (AF3 L4 b2). 
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Straightforward 
inference based 
on a single 
point of 
reference in the 
text 
AF3 L3 b1 

 

 
 

Resource 1: Character analysis – Rosalind (continued) 

 

 

 

The straightforward inference in this brief comment, Rosalind is getting excited about if it 

really is orlando writing the poems, shows the pupil’s understanding of Rosalind’s hidden 

agenda (AF3 L3 b1). 
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Some basic 
features of 
writer’s 
language 
identified 
AF5 L4 b1 

 

 
 

Comments 
supported by 
some generally 
relevant textual 
reference or 
quotation 
AF2 L4 b2 
 
 
 

STAGE 4 

 Resource 3: Status rating – Rosalind 

Extract 2: from Act 2 Scene 4 

 

Extract 3: from Act 3 Scene 2 

 

In the first evidence, the pupil identifies the word play and repetition in these lines and 

shows some understanding of the purpose of the characters’ lines (AF5 L4 b1). 

In the second evidence the pupil uses textual reference to support the comment about 

Rosalind by identifying from the text that Orlando responds to Rosalind as a man, 

referring to her as good youth (AF2 L4 b2). 
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Some 
structural 
choices 
identified with 
simple 
comment 
AF4 L4 b1 
 
 
 

 SYNOPTIC TASK: Understanding Rosalind/Orlando 

How does Rosalind or Orlando change and develop in the play As You Like It? 
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Inferences often 
correct, but 
comments are not 
always rooted 
securely in the text 
or repeat narrative 
or content  
AF3 L4 b2 
 
 
 

Simple comment 
on overall effect 
on reader 
AF6 L4 b3 
 
 
 

SYNOPTIC TASK: Understanding Rosalind/Orlando (continued) 

 

In this evidence from the synoptic task the pupil draws on the practical activities on 

archetypes and status to show how Rosalind’s character changes and develops in the 

course of the play. The pupil identifies moments when Rosalind’s character changes but 

the comments are undeveloped, for example when she speaks to her uncle she goes 

from lover/carer to warrior as she begs Frederick to not banish her (AF4 L4 b1).  

Throughout, the pupil makes straightforward inferences about Rosalind and her 

relationship with others. These inferences show some understanding but rely on narrative 

recount rather than close reference to the text, for example because she tells he can 

practise what his gunner say to her next time he sees her as he think she’s ganimeed and 

thats how she gets orlando to confess his love (AF3 L4 b2). The pupil also shows some 

understanding of the audience’s response to Rosalind, The audience fells sorry for 

Rosalind when she is being banished and when she can’t reveall her self as Rosalind to 

orlando (AF6 L4 b3). 
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Teacher observations 

During the course of the activities the teacher noted that during the practical activities the 

pupil recognised changes in mood and status but was not able to refer directly to the text 

to support observations when recording discoveries in the reflection log. In teacher-led 

discussions the pupil was able to interpret a character’s motive but was not able to 

engage with the play beyond an immediate personal response. When working 

independently, the pupil found it difficult to pay close attention to the language to help 

interpret the characters’ actions and choices.   

Assessment summary 

Overall, the selection of evidence shows the pupil has engaged with the activities and 

shown some understanding of the characters and issues at a simple level. The pupil is 

able to develop ideas during group and class discussion but needs much support from the 

teacher when working independently.   

The evidence from the reflection log shows the pupil is able to make some straightforward 

and relevant points but not to develop them in detail or engage with the language of the 

text. However, the evidence from teacher observation indicates that during the class and 

group practical activities the pupil did attempt to draw out conclusions about the 

character’s feelings based on their actions and speech and develop their ideas.   

The range of work included in this sample of evidence shows the pupil fulfils some of the 

criteria for level 4 for AF4, AF5 and AF6; the AFs targeted specifically in these activities.  

AF4: There is limited evidence for AF4. In the synoptic task the pupil is able to identify the 

changes in Rosalind’s character throughout the play and say where these changes took 

place, but the ideas are not developed in detail.  

AF5: In the reflection log there is evidence which meets the level 5 criteria. The pupil is 

able to make straightforward observations about how the language chosen by 

Shakespeare reflects the character’s intention or feeling at that moment.  

AF6: There is evidence for AF6 that meets some of the level 4 criteria in the synoptic 

task; the pupil shows some awareness of how the text can affect the reader, referring to 

how Rosalind gains the audience’s sympathy when disguised as a man. 

In addition, there is evidence for assessing AF2 and AF3.  
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